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OBIETTIVI FORMATIVI  

 
The course provides the basic elements for the design of a space system in response to space mission requirements 
and objectives, with particular concern to the subsystems on board a satellite, in terms of mathematical and physical 
modeling of the subsystem behavior, technologies and development examples and solutions.  
 

PROGRAMMA  

 
Elements of space system design and engineering: space program life-cycle, space mission architecture (mission 
objective and payload, space segment, ground segment, launcher), system and subsystem mass and power budgets, 
design margins. Exercise and practical design examples. 
The Space Environment and its interaction with the satellite and its subsystems: the atmosphere, the ionosphere, the  
magnetosphere, the radiation environment and its main effects on satellite units and subsystems, the thermal 
environment, the main perturbations acting on a satellite and their effects 
Elements for the design of satellite subsystems: main subsystems/units and components of a satellite, architectures 
and technological solutions, operating principles, derivation of the design requirements from mission objectives. 
Simplified mathematical models for subsystem and component design: attitude and orbit control subsystem, electrical 
power subsystem, thermal control subsystem, telemetry and telecommunication subsystem, launcher interfaces. 
Exercises and practical design examples. Introductory elements on space qualification and ground testing. 
 

MODALITA' DIDATTICHE  

 
Lessons and exercises 
  

MATERIALE DIDATTICO  

 
Course viewgraphs and the following suggested textbooks: Charles D. Brown, Elements of Spacecraft Design, AIAA 
education series 2002, ISBN 1563475243; James Richard Wertz, Wiley J. Larson, Space mission analysis and 
design, Volume 8, Springer, 1999, ISBN 0792359011; James Richard Wertz, Spacecraft attitude determination and 
control, Springer, 1978, ISBN 9027709599; Vincent L. Pisacane, Fundamentals of space systems, Oxford University 
Press US, 2005, ISBN 0195162056 
 

MODALITA' DI ESAME 

L'esame si articola in prova Scritta e orale   Solo scritta   Solo orale  

         

In caso di prova scritta i quesiti sono A risposta multipla   A risposta libera   Esercizi numerici  

Altro  

 
  


